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FOOT THi^KAPY
IN
RELATION TO BODY MECHANICS AND H^LTH
The present remedial program in health education is
to educate the individual from childhood in oruer to pre-
vent ailments which are due to poor posture and other
causes. The individual child should be taught to realize
that the freer and more economical use of the body will
not only prevent the chronic ailments that may be due di-
rectly to poor body mechanics but by conserving energy wil
add to the body's power to resist disease and increase the
individual's "Capacity for Activity".
The purpose of this study was two-fold:
1. To determine whether foot tnerapy would re-
sult in improved health
2. To show the effect of high-heeled and low-
heeled shoes upon:
(a) Tendon Achilles
(b) "Capacity for Activity"
The author became interested in this study upon dis-
covering that a number of college girls, on their way to
the athletic field, showed very decided cases of pronated
feet. These cases were not noticeable in street shoes,
due to the fact that tne counter of the shoe gave support
to the inner border of the foot. How amazing it was to
discover this type of defect without any apparent symptoms

on the part of t. e individual concerned.1 Another point ob-
served was that a number of the girls carried their sport
shoes or sneakers and changed from tneir street shoes upon
arrival at tne field. Upon questioning the group, disco-
very was made tnat great pa in was felt while walking in a
low-heeled shoe or a shoe with no heel (sneaker), showing
,
plainly that something was radically wrong with the feet
I
of this group.
From this observation and discovery of defects a
follow-up study of tne cases was undertaken with the idea
in mind txiat each individual shouid enjoy her rightful he-
ritage, "Capacity for activity".
In order that the author may present this subject
clearly, it is necessary to define:
1* Therapy
2. Body mechanics
3. Health
1. Therapy defined:
Therapy or Therapeutics 1 "
"That part of medical science which treats of
disease and the application of remedies for
diseases .
"
2. Body mechanics defined:
"Body iaechanics means
the correct poise and control of the body
witn the normal functioning of every organ."
3. Health defined:
"Capacity for Activity"^ -
1. 7ebster f s ..-yg
-national dictionary
, ra^e 2141
2. Coldtnwait and Tnoraas, Body mechanics
. and Health
,
Page 13.
3. sogers, Frederick nand. r'undam ental Ar'j mi pj afcca tlve
Measures in Physical education . Page 28.

The first step taken in attacking this problem was to
secure complete knowledge of the prevalence of foot defect [
..ith this thought in mind some research in the field of
foot therapy was started and very interesting and worthwhile
information was obtained through experience, readings , and
visits to the foot clinics at the Children's Hospital and
the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Dr. Charles Hutchlns claims , ^"i'he examinations of sol|
diers drafted in the morld ./ar, showed that 177*45 men per
thousand had some noticeable degree of foot defect. This
group may probably be a fair cross section of young Ameri-
can men".
2
i\ study made by Or. Albert iJirenfried in 1912, at the
uut-Fatient ' s Department of the Children's Hospital showed
tnat out of a thousand applicants of children under 12
years of age, 440 had some static disaoility of the foot.
Almost 50 per cent of the group had defective feet which
were important in themselves or as contributing factors
in other postural condition s
.
«ith this knowledge in mind it was important to meas-
ure and follow up the foot conditions of the school children.
Foot defects are not confined to children and youths but a
high peak is reached among adults in middle and old age.
1. .-utchins, Charles, IUD. weakened Foot, Its measurement
and Correction , ^edical nec ord, April 24, 1920, p. 681.
2. j^hrenfried, Albert, M.D. Flat Foot in Children . Boston
Ledical and ourgical Journal, April 2, 1914, p. 537.

Fatigue and strain have entered into the daily work of
adults to the extent that activities have become limited.
The modern individual is forced to maintain a tremendous
pace and "speed is set in high".
tieads of industry have been forced to become 'health
conscious" as an economic measure rather than through al-
truism, and require yearly physical examinations. In this
process of examination it was discovered that of the phys
ical defects found in 1,397 applicants examined, 97 cases
had flat feet; of t^ese 63 were painful cases, 34 not pain-t
ful. The following statement furnishes further information
"An unpublished study of foot defects or weak-
nesses shows tnat they occur in about one in every three
women standing at work. These painful conditions are large
ly functional disorders and therefore are not easily dis-
coverable in a routine examination. Only 7 per cent of thf
applicants showed flat feet."
G-ood posture and strong feet cannot be maintained by
will power alone. Trained muscles, adequate in tone, are
essential. The feet are to the body what the foundation
is to a building. Feet are made to support the body and
to assist in walking. The automobile and elevators have
deprived us of natural exercise, thereby causing foot mus-
cles to become flabby and weakened. The remedy for such
trouble is special treatment through correction of defects
which is a difficult task.
1 Swann and Emmons. Physical examinations in a department
Store
, p.359«

DIFFICULTY OF CORRECTION.
In the study of posture and its relation to health
ana efficient living, it is very evident that the problems
of correcting foot defects should be given much attention,
Norman F. Miller of the University of Iowa claims:
"General
muscle tone and body poise are essential rather than straight
posture. These are exhibited by a head well balanced on
the body by the absence of:
1. Flat chest
2. G-ood abdominal support
3. .teak feet."
One of the most difficult problems of the health pro**
gram today is the correction of postural defects in their
developmental stage. rthen a defect is diecovered every
possible opportunity of checking the tendency and the cor-
rection of same should follow, otherwise if not cared for
in the early stages, the difficulty becomes greater and
the chances for correction lessened. The examiner must be
experienced and note whether the defects are functional or
structural. Such knowledge is necessary in order to pre-
scribe intelligently. The examiner must note whether the
feet are pronated, everted, arches flat, weak, or strong
in appearance with weight in the correct place.
Too often when the health programs are planned, foot
therapy has not been included. With the prevalence of
these defects oefore us it becomes more evident that every
hea It:, program should provide for such correction.

Frederick Rand Rogers, in his "book, "Fundamental Ad-
ministrative Measures in Physical education" , ^states
,
"Orderly progress toward any remote goal depends on meas-
urement." why then should we not measure the health of
the foot as well as the other parts of the body?
1. Rogers, p. 12.

11.
TH.C STRUCTURE OF THa NQRIuAL FOOT -
That we may be able to care for the abnormal condition,^
of the feet we must necessarily have a thorough knowledge
of the construction and the functions of the normal foot.
For this purpose a brief survey of tne anatomy and physio-
logy of the foot follows.
The bony structure of the normal foot consists of
twenty-six bones divided into three groups:
1. Tarsus
2. ...etatarsus
3« Phalanges
(Fig. I.)
The Tarsus. 1
"The tarsal bones are seven in number,
us, talus or astra
first, second and third cuneiforms.
viz., the calcane galus, cuboid, navicular
"The calcaneus 2 is tne largest of the tarsal bones.
It is situated at the lower and back part of tne foot, serv
ing to transmit the weight of the body to the ground, and
forming a strong lever for the muscles of the calf."
"The astragalus^ or talus is tne second largest of the
tarsal bones. It occupies tne middle and upper part of the
tarsus, supporting the tibia above, resting upon the calca-
neus below, articulating on either side with the malleoli,
and in front with the navicular. It consists of a body,
a neck, and a head."
The navicular or scaphoid bone is situated at the
medial side of the tarsus, (Fig. I.), between the astra-
galus behind and the cuneiform bones in front."
The Cuneiform bones. r
"The first cuneiform bone is the
largest of the three cuneiforms. It is situated at the
medial side of tne foot, (Fig. I.), oetween the navicular
behind and trie base of the first metatarsal in front. The
1. Gray's Anatomy
,
p. 262.
2. Ibid., p. 263. 4. Ibid., p. 266
3. Ibid., p. 266 5. ibid., p. 270-271.
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1
second cuneiform bone, the smallest of tae three is of ver
wedge-like form, the thin end Deing directed downward, it
is situated between the two cuneiforms, and articulates
with the navicular behind, and the second metatarsal in
front. .
"The third cuneiform bone, (Fig. I.), intermediate
in size between the two preceding, is wedge-shaped, the bast
being uppermost. It occupies the center of the front row
of the metatarsal bones, between the second cuneiform, me-
dially, the cuboid laterally, the navicular behind, and
the second metatarsal in front."
the metatarsus.-'-
"The metatarsus consists of five bonei
which are numbered from the medial side. (Fig. III.) Lach
presents for examination a body and two extremities."
The PHALANGES of the Foot. (Fig. III.)
o
"The phalanges of the foot correspond in number and
general arrangement with those of the hand. There are
two in the great toe, and three in each of the other toes.
ARCHES of the Foot.
The bony structure of the foot is arranged in the fori
of two arches:
1. The Longitudinal Arch.
2. The Transverse or Lateral «rch.
The longitudinal arch, as tne name implies, extends
lengthwise from the calcaneus to the transverse arch. Thi
forms a compact structure which carries the great weight,
yet, due to its many articulations, it has great resilienc,
and serves as a shock absoroer for the body.
Chfl transverse arch rises upward ana inward, and is
at right angles to the longitudinal arch, thereby increas-
ing the welgnt-bearing power of tne foot. Another of its
i
1
r
rune Lions is to protect the blood vessels and nerves that
1. Gray's Anatomy, p. 272
2. Ibid., p. 275

F,^. 2fi<i. - p a 77. (jr



NORMAL AR.CH
R>ov>eS "form <x coue^ and protec-
tion, for the nerues, blood-vessels,
ligaments, muscles cmcJ tendons,
vuVnck are encased \n this
ho us in.c| e
ABNORMAL ARCH
Bones are depressed— cauSmc|
pressure on "the ne^es ; blood -
vessels and other important parts,
Serxlmq pam throuqk the erTTire

pass under it. (Fig. V.
)
MUSCLES and LIGAMENTS.
Both the longitudinal and the iransverse arches are
supported by ligaments and muscles, (Fig. V&f
LIGAMENTS:
The plantar ligaments connect the
calcaneus and cuboid and the second, third, and fourth
metatarsal bones, These ligaments support chiefly the
outer and middle areas of the longitudinal arch while the
inner side of the foot is supported by the following
muscles
:
1. Tibialis Anticus
2. Tibialis Posticus
3- Flexor Longus Hallucis
4 Peroneus ^Qngus.
The muscles of the lower leg, passing to their inser-
tion into the inner and outer sides of the foot, in addi-
tion to their prime function as flexors and extensors of
the foot, act as lateral stabilizers, some while the foot
is in extension and others while the foot is in flexion.
Thus in walking on uneven ground, should the foot sud-
denly be forced over on tne outer side, the muscles passing
or terminating on this side of the foot check this movement,
I
and in case the foot should be suddenly forced over on its
inner side, the muscles terminating here offer effective
1. LcKenzie, R. fait. exercise in education and iviediclne.
p. 236.

1"R..Ttut C*lel<enxi<>. Exercise 'tn. Education- a>n.4 O^edicfne > Y. 2.3<>.
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resistance to this movement.
ggjygj^L. OUTLIN jl OF Trie FOOT .
..hile one aannot hope to find all feet alike, there
are general outlines which are common to all. The natu-
ral shape of the foot is triangular, wide at the hall of
the foot and narrow at the heel. A line drawn along the
inner border of the foot from the great toe to the meta-
tarsal joint and back to the inner side of the heel is
straight in a normal foot.
;i e iRht -b ear 1 n?; .
The body weight rests on the heel, the outer border,
: and the ball of the foot. exceptions to this are the
extremely highly arched feet and the low arched feet. In
the highly arched feet only the heel and the ball of the
foot carry the weight, while in the low arched feet, al-
most the entire sole of the foot carries the weight.
The Foot Wnen used in malkinp; . (Fig. VI I. )
rhe old-fashioned dancing-school method of walking,
by first placing the toe to the ground, cannot be termed
I physiologically correct and furthermore has no place
in the method of correct walking today.
By placing the heel first on the ground, it receives

STANDING- and WALKING-
WITH FEET IHA
DIRECT LltiEL-
WITH FEET
TURHED OUT
Eueu dtsTributioh of bo<l^
weight over wfiiqm-beot'-
\nq area-
Uneum dwTnbutfori of body
u)e"qWt~ Cql>s«oc) strained a«od
RESULT RLSULT

the initial shock which is lessened by the fat pad under
the heel bone, .after the sole of the foot has reached
the ground, the body weight is carried along the outer
border toward the ball of the foot. In order that the
foot can function normally, it is necessary that in stand-
ing and walking it point directly forward (Fig. VM a. ) , or
even "toes in" slightly. *fnen in walking the feet are
rotated outward, (the toes turned out) (Fig. VJItb.), the
greater part of the weight of the body is received on the
inner side of the foot. Through this procedure, the liga-
merits and muscles on the inner side of the foot become
over stretched and weakened and the outcome is the deve-
lopment of a weak foot. If this mode of walking becomes
habitual the individual may well oe prepared to face a
future with serious foot trouble and faulty body mechanics
•
MOVglffilfTS OF THJfi. FOOT
.
The most marked movement of the foot is that found
at the ank^e joint or astragalus. This joint is a hinge
joint and here is found plantar flexion with adduction and
dorsal flexion with slight abduction. m'hen the foot is
turned downward it is also externally rotated, or turned
outward, with its inner border first contacting trie ground
j
but when the foot is flexed at the ankle joint it is in-
ternally rotated, with a slight rotation of tne toes In-
ward thereby contacting the outer border with the ground

IMPR1HT of NORMAL FOOT
Fig.2HL a.
IMPRIMT of WEAK FOOT

first. In this way the weight of the body is thrown on
the outer border of the foot giving the muscles an oppor-
0) tunity to function normally. Through this normal movement
tre foot is greatly strengthened.
THE CORRECT POSITION OF THE Fj^/T IN STANDING.
With the knowledge before us that the foot is capable
of flexion, extension, abduction, and adduction, it is
well to consider the proper standing position and its ef-
fects upon the individual.
Previous to the World ..;.r, the position of heela to-
gether and toes turned outward was taught in military and\
school circles. Upon the discovery of flat and pronated
feet, the pcB ition of "feet parallel" was taught. In this
position the body is given a broader base for support
v.
while in the pronated position the weight was not properly
placed. The parallel position provided a "quadrilateral
figure" for the feet while the pronated position provided
a "trapezoid figure".
"There can be no doubt that we should select the
quadrilateral rather than the trapezoid figure of trie feet.
That is, we should have the centers of the balls of the
feet and the centers of the heels form the corners of a
square. If the heels are placed nearer together and the
toes turned outward, a trapezoid figure is formed which is
a decidedly weaker support than the square." (Fig* ix )
Standing Positions.
With the "quadrilateral figure" as the base for sup-
port the individual is greatly protected from the evils
of: strained, weak, pronated and flat-foot. This point is
1. Nutt, Joseph John. Diseases and deformities of
"
the Foot ",
p. 50.



Iclearly explained by the Plumb L.ine Test for Flat Foot :
formal
Foot
Pronated
Foot
(Fig. X a. ) (Fi.; ;. X b. )
Since it is well proven that shoes may be one of the
causes of the beginning and continuing of bad habits of
foot position and use, the following points should be con
sidered in choosing shoes:
portance. The individual should insist upon standing when
the foot is measured. In this way the weignt is upon the
foot as in walking, and sufficient allowance is then made
beyond the end of the great toe. i>iany cases of foot de-
fects are out oomes of the "too shurt shoe" and the "too
short stocking" which is also detrimental, ixhen the shoe
is too short it presses against the end of the great toe
and pushes the large joint out of place. The result is
that the individual suffers from an aching inflamed foot.
to always consider trie importance of the width of a shoe.
By so doing, the foot is given more freedom, the circula-
x. Lev/in, Phillip. Posture and Hygiene of the Feet.
Length of shoe :
The le ngth is of vital im-
rt'idth:
That corns may be prevented it is wel*.
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tion is normal and pressure of the toes is eliminated.
Outline of Shoes :
It can safely be said that the
greater number of people buy shoes for their looks rather
than for support or comfort. The individual should con-
sider the shape of the shoe. . If foot protection is the
main object of the shoe there can be little difference of
opinion as to the shape. To fit the foot without restrict-
ing its action, the sole of the shoe must not differ in
outline from that of the sole of the foot when the foot
bears weight.
»Vith this accepted knowledge, the sole of the shoe
should be examined in order to make sure that its inner
border is nearly or not quite straight from the heel to
the end of the toes. If this point is not stressed and
carried out in the selection of shoes the great toe will
be in a position that will limit its power to propel the
body. (Fig. XI )
The Strained Foot .
The strained foot is a condition that is not always
recognized in its early stages due to the fact that the chang-
es in contour, from that of the normal foot, are very slight.
The strained foot is a weakened foot and is very painful
when bearing weight.
The subject is always aware of this abnormal condition

BROftD TOE-STRfWOrHT UCHE
SHOES, o.. - .preserue the tt-—_
action of the tendons In tine i£X :i
?<
i'£-
qreat+oe vohjcK propels the
bodvj Toward \unbout reslpietio^T^rr^y^
NARROW TOE SHOES...
*
press the joint of Ihe qreal foe
at the sme and stretch the
tendot\. Th\s destroy the
propellm^ Une of Ike
-f00^»
causing "faTi°que and euenWlk-^
the forrrialfo»\ of a bunion, uiiih
its attendant pafn<; o
PA IMS ARE THL RESULT / FAULTY FOOT-GEAR

which manifests itself through severe pain and often a
swelling of the ankle joint. It is well to seek the caus-
es of this pain and if possible remove the same and follow
up with treatment.
Causes of strained Foot:
The causes vary with the
individual , but it is safe to say that a chief cause is the
incorrect position of the feet while standing and while
walking. Then, too, a great many people are ill-advised
as to the correct type of foot-wear which, in turn, causes
the greatest number of foot defects, Many must, due to
their occupations, stand for many hours through the day.
Given sucn a difficult task it is almost impossible to
balance one's weight correctly. Another outstanding cause
is the wearing of high heeled shoes. >Vhen the change to
low heels is made the shortened Tendon of Achilles causes
the flexion of the leg on the foot to become limited.
"Wg4£ FOOT"
.
From all appearances the weak foot looks healthy and
normal when not bearing weight, but when weight is placed
upon it, the arched structure of the foot flattens and
the weight is placed on the inner border of the foot, there-
by adaing a great strain to the already weakened ligaments
and muscles. Relieve the foot of this weight, place the
feet in parallel position and the foot will again take on

its normal appearance.
This is the period when the causes should "be removed.
.Vhen treatment is given in the early stages of ".veak foot"
the subject has a much "better chance of developing strong,
normal feet.
Causes of ".<eak root" :
The causes of "weak foot"
are usually identical with those of "strained foot 1.1 "<veak
foot" is found to be an acquired defect among adults, due
to ill-fitting shoes, incorrect standing position, and
careless body mechanics. This defect is often an advance-
ment or progression of the weakness in muscles and liga-
ments found in "strained foot". Prominent factors are:
vocation and overweight.
In some cases of "weak foot", especially among young
children, it seems reasonable to conclude that the weak-
ness of muscles and ligaments in the foot must be an in-
heritance. This condition is known as "Congenital .tieak
Foot"
.
The author observed, while visiting the foot clinic
at the Children's Hospital, that there were many cases of
"congenital weak foot". Unless treatment is given and
follow-up visits are made, the child will always be handi-
capped by this condition.
The most prevalent defect as an outcome of Weak foot"

is tile "Pronated Foot".
"PRONAT^D FOOT "
"The word pronation is used to describe a condition
of faulty weignt-bear ing which consists of an apparent
sagging of the internal malleolus and an eversion of the
foot, which brings the line of weight-bearing too far to
the inner side. The arch may be affected to the extent
that eversion lengthens the inner border and .so diminishes
the height of the arch."
Causes of irronated Foot
1. Outcome of "congenital weak foot".
2. Acquired.
3. Result of breaking down of the foot
structure through long hours of standing
and walking.
4. Overweight.
5« Disease.
6. wrong type of shoes.
" FLhT foot "
"Flat foot" is a condition wherein the foot is func-
tionally impaired and weakened. At one time the foot was
arched, but has broken down and become flattened. This
type of foot defect is the most serious and painful.
The muscles and tendons that previously supported the arch-
es have become stretched to such an extent that they are
no longer able to hold the bones in their correct positions.
The result is that the weight of the body is now placed
upon the nerves and blood vessels of the foot, causing ex-
it Goldthwait, Painter and Osgood. Diseases of Bones and
Joints
, p. 580.
j
——
— i
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treme pain and discomfort.
The pain caused by this defect is felt not only while
the foot is in use, but to a great extent while at rest.
Ivlany people suffer greatly in the night from the pains ±n
the feet, legs, and back. This painful condition usually
disappears to some extent while the subject is active.
It is very easy to detect a condition of "flat foot"
as the subject usually plods along without any resilieney
to his step, while his feet are decidedly pronated.
"Flat foot" is not always painful, ^any people have
very strong flat feet - especially some i\iegroes. The In-
dians, of course, were famous for their strong and firm
flat feet.
Causes of. "Flat Foot " :
1. Acquired through faulty standing positioik,
the throwing of the body weight upon one
foot.
2. Vocation
a. People who stand a great deal at their
work.
3« excessive weight.
4. Disease.
a. Arthritis
b. Tubercular bones breaking down.
5* Pronated feet.

33.
6. Ill-fitting shoes.
7« Lack of exercise.
TEMPO ACHILLAS .
The tendon that extends from under the knee to its
insertion into the heel bone is known ab Tendo ^chilles.
A shortened Tendon of Achilles is very prevalent tdday
and much discomfort accompanies this condition.
Causes of a Shortened xendo Achilles :
1. Result of wearing high heeled shoes to
a great extent.
2. result of mountain climbing.
3« Result of extra long walks.
4. Result of excess running and foot-ball.
The causes and chief foot defects have been discussed
No method of treatment has been mentioned as the author
will include the treatment of these chief foot defects in
the study of methods and results of treatment in relation
to the case studies presented later.

METHODS USiiD FOR MEASURING FOOT POSTURE *
1. Foot impressions on:
a. Pedograph :
The pedograph consists of a flat wooden box the top
surface of which consists of a thin sheet of rubber which
is attached to an inked roller. The top of the box is
lifted and under the rubber surface is placed a sheet of
paper and tne top is then closed. The subject stands on
the rubber surface of the box for a second or two, pressing
his weight on the rubber surface. ..hen the subject steps
off the box, the top is lifted, and tne sheet of paper
showing the imprint of tne subject's foot is removed.
In using the pedograph many use just one impression,
the first print after stepping off the box, but for true
tests it is oetter to make a second printing.
dome examiners use a process whereby tne child steps
on a "12- inch square board 1 which contains a thick pad of
absorbent material, upon which is poured a solution of the
formula:
Tincture of chloride of iron - 55 per cent
Alcohol 40 per cent
Glycerine 5 per cent
In this process it has been found valuable to have a long
strip of print paper unrolled so that the child may walk
at least five steps, leaving a much more natural and truer
print of the foot in its usual position. This is a defi-
nite picture lesson in which even very young children are
inteiested. One may compare a shoe tracing with foot-im-
prints to show whether or not the shoe is a good one for
the foot. If the interest is aroused, Lne lesson is one-
half taught."
1. rhy s i ca 1 education Activities for High school Girls
, p. 59.
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b. Pedorule :
"This instrument is a rectangle of glass, 7 inches
wide and 9 inches high, with the 7 inch surfacelined in
tenths of inches. This pedorule was devised to measure
the amount of deflection of the tendon of Achilles from
the perpendicular. Williams in"A Textbook of Physical
education" states, 'The swelling .and fullness along the
inner side of the foot are accompanied by a bending in-
ward of the Tendon of Achilles. In the normal foot the
tendon of Achilles makes a straight line, but in a weak
foot the lower end appears to be deflected outward. 1 "
The effect of strain on the tendon of Achilles caused
by high heeled shoes will be very definitely measured and
treated with results recorded as this study progresses.
Of all the methods of measurement used, the pedograph
is probably of most interest to the student because here
she has an opportunity to see results in actual foot-printfe.
These prints are never absolutely accurate as many students
shift their weight during the process of making the foot
print. However, the results are accurate enough for intel-
ligent deductions, and they furnish a means of stimulating
the interest of the student, which is a great factor in
education.
c . oub.jective Judgment :
In examining a foot subjectively the following proce-
dure is recommended. The subject stands with feet parallefl,
preferably bare, and v/eight equally divided. The examiner
can readily detect any deviation from the normal by noting
pronation and any alteration in the line of the tendon of
l/Danford, Harold Rowland. A Comparative btudv of Three
i-ethods of kea surina Fftat and weak Feet* uoston universi'
school of Education Library, June 1934.
2. ..illiams, Jesse Feiring ana morris on, whitlaw Reid, p. 193-
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Achilles. This line in a normal foot condition is straight
but if the foot is defective the line will curve outv/ard
at the center of the heel.
r'rom the standing position, have the subject walk.
Note any irregularity a^ to gait or uneven rhythm in step.
Check the prominence, if any, of the inner ankle. Note
the sole of the foot: is it flat, or is there some sign of
an arch?
The earliest signs of weakness can be determined by
looking at the feet. This subjective measurement is used
to a far greater extent tnan the pedograph and pedorule.
It is well, if possible, to use all three methods of mea-
surement. Although the strength or weakness of the feet
often makes itself known by the feeling while in use, many
cases do not cause noticeable signs of discomfort nor is
the individual noticeably limited as to the amount of work
that can be done with the feet.

A SURVEY OF ACTUAL FOOT CONDITIONS OF:
1. Group of college girls.
As the author has previously stated, the purpose of
this study was two-fold:
1. To determine whether foot therapy would
result in improved body mechanics and
health.
2. To show the effect of high and low
heeled shoes upon:
a. Tendon of ^chilles
b. "Capacity for activity."
To accomplish this purpose, a survey of actual foot
conditions of a group of forty-five college girls was
undertaken.
^aAuINj^d - 45 College G-irls :
Methods of Mga surement
1. Subjective judgment
2. Pedograph
3. Pedorule

Results
.
1 . Subjective judgment *
a. definite pronation, weak
ankles and poor balance -
2. Pedograph.
a. Abnormal footprints -
3 . Pedorule .
a. limited foot motion,
poor balance and shor-
tened Tendon of Achilles •
4. formal foot posture
14
10
13
8
Total 45
Normal Foot Group.
It is a well known fact that, next to decay of the
teeth, defects of the feet are the most common ailments
inyoung peo-ie. Therefore, it was not surprising to find
that out of 45 girls examined only eight were graded as
having normal feet.
questionnaire -
Througn a personal question-
naire it was learned:
1. The normal group had, from childhood,
v/orn a correct shoe tnat fitted the
foot.
--
-
j
2. Leg and foot muscles showed great
strength and power.
3< General health remarkably good.
4. Attendance very high.
5. losture and muscle tone outstanding
Comparisons of Normal Foot Group with Abnormal Foot
Group in relation to :
1. i3ody Mechanics:
a. Effect of high and low heeled shoes upon
1. Tendon of Achilles
2. "Capacity for Activity."
In comparing the normal group with the abnormal group
the author has already shown that the normal group had
strengthened their feet from childhood by wearing a correc
shoe, thereby providing plenty of room for the feet to ex-
pand. In other words trie shoe was selected to fit the foo
and not the foot to fit tne shoe. The results obtained
were very much worthwhile in relation to:
1. .effect on tendon of Achilles.
This normal group had no trouble whatsoever regarding
a shortening of this tendon, due to the fact that the heel
of tne shoe was of medium height and maintained the body
in proper balance. The posture of this group was graded
very high.
2. "Capacity for Activity".
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By means of the questionnaire it was learned that the
normal group possessed splendid health or "Capacity for
activity". This group participated in hiking, skating,
dancing, tennis, golf, and team games with a marked spirit
of freedom and happiness.
The questionnaire of the abnormal group showed just
the reverse.
Findings
1. Poor body mechanics 28
2. Pain in the feet, ankles and legs 12
3- ohortened tendon of Achilles 8
4. The need for foot exercises 30
5« The need for education in regard to
correct shoes 25
Medical and Social Histories
1. Medical Histories
a. All average.
b. Typical childhood communicable dise;
ses with one exception (that of in-
fantile paralysis which had affectec
the muscles of the back of the leg,
resulting in an uneven tread, bare-
ly perceptible
.
)
2. ocholarship.
a.Iione were in the "failing group",
(failure in two or more subjects.
)
L-
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b. i\one were in the "honor" group.
Capacity for Activity
1 1. Athletics, outdoor activities, were not
in any case "hobbies" or even interests
oi' this group.
(Possibly one answer to their in-
difference to posture, or anything
that would lead tnem to achieve good
posture if it meant exercise.)
2. Interests
a. heading
b. moving pictures.
3- Twenty admitted that skating, hiking,
and dancing would be of more interest
if their feet were not painful.
THc ivFFiuCT oF TH&Sji. FOOT DEFECTS UPON
BODY MECHANICS AND HrAuTH.
tfhen the foundation of any structure is weak, it is
obvious that trie structure itself cannot be held in correct >
position or alignment. As the feet are the foundation of
the body, any weakness or change in the structure of the
foot will necessarily cnange the alignment of the structure
ll)
of the body - especially the spine.
u
Many postural changes were discovered in the group
with abnormal foot posture. The outstanding postural

POSTURE
GOOD
RIGHT HEEL HEIGHT
(Note naTuva) p| rv>b of body)
POOR
WROM(r HE.E.L HEIGHT
(Note unnatural plomb of body)

changes were as follows
:
1. Changes in pelvic tilt. - 12.
2. equilibrium of entire body disturbed. -
3. In one case where the weight was thrown
on one foot, the weaK foot rolled inward
to sucii an extent that the inner border
of trie foot, instead of keeping the na-
tural arched position, was nearly touch-
ing the floor. Due to the weakness of
the structure of the foot, the spinal
column, which rests on the sacrum, was til
ted to the right side witn the pelvis.
This condition disturbed the equilibrium
of tne entire body. In the attempt to
regain balance and bring the center of
gravity again over the middie line of
the body, tue upper part of the spine'
v/as bent to the left side. This case
was termed an "b" curve in tJae spine.
4. In a case where both feet were equally
weak, in an attempt to maintain equili-
brium after the pelvic tilt was changed,
the shoulders were bent backward, caus-
ing an increase in the lumbar spine whicfji
is known as lordosis and is especially
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prevalent in adults. This change in body
mechanics is responsible lor many back-
aches as well as sacro-iliac strains.
5. In the 8 cases concerned with tne shortened
tendon of Achilles it was discovered that
in every case the student had. worn high
heeled shoes the greater part of the time
In these cases the foot was unable to
support tne body weight, thereby causing
contraction of the back and shoulders
and tnrowing the entire body out of align-
ment, causing the pelvis to tilt at an
angle of 45 degrees instead of the nor-
mal 30 degree tilt and, in addition,
spreading the transverse arch. (Fig. xttTi
lhe extent of these changes in tne pelvis and spine,
is, of course, dependent upon tne degree of weakness of
the foot as well as upon the type of foot affected.
A weak, highly arched floot will produce as great a distor-
tion in these parts as a low arched foot. whether the
change be great or small it can produce symptoms in tnese
regions and in t/iose organs depending upoi. these parts for
position and nerve supply, that are frequently considered
symptoms of local conditions, v/hereas they are really
caused by wea/i foot.

FOUNDATION CAN SUPPORT
BODY-WEIGHT
lT\e entire bo<\\) fstbos Kept°m per-
fect aliqnrnent. The result js <\ood
posture and the preservation of
the Transverse arcK«
FOUNDATION UNABLE TO
SUPPORT BODV-NUEIGHT
cavswq contraction. *\n The muscle
The leqs 7 back. Shoulders dod
"ThrcAOmq ~tY\e entire j?od^ out of
ahqnrrjenlTarxd, \n addition
,
Spread -
foq 1Ke transverse arcK,.

1
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On the vmole, this group with aonormal foot condition
was the "perfect" answer to the program set up by Frederic]
Rand Rogers which provides for the individual needs of tha 4
neglected majority in our groups that should be receiving
more of the attention of the instructor than the upper
one-fourth in physical fitness.
Once again, orixy in smaller numbers, it proved the
very, very (if any) low correlation between trie poor body
mechanics and scholarship. However, in examining the me-
dical cards, it also proved a high correlation between
poor body mechanics and health.
3
:
•

A STUDY OF METHODS AND x^bU_LTa_ OF TBJj^TMgNT.
In all cases the treatment depends upon the cause.
First remove the cause and then treat the defect.
Treatment of:
Strained and >»eak Foot .
In 8 cases where the strained and weak foot were caused
from overweight, the individuals were placed in the care
of the teacher of health education who, in turn, instructed
the students regarding the importance of maintaining nor-
mal weight through proper nutrition. In the meantime,
their family physician was consulted and he, in 2 cases,
recommended the wearing of arch supports for temporary
relief.
The practice of using an arch support was not encour-
aged. If this support were worn continuously, the indi-
vidual would soon become dependent upon it and the foot
would grow weaker due to the lack of exercise, exercise
was considered a more valuable remedy.
In treating these cases, the department of physical
education planned the program of exercise and also sug-
gested trie correct shoe.
The aim of the author was to strengthen the weak
structure through exercise and not simply to temporarily
relieve symptoms.
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EXJi8CIS£8 RECOMMEHBED:
1. Standing pigeon-toed
a. Rotate the knees outward and hold
the foot in position without lift-
ing tne great toe from trie floor.
2. Circumduction
15 times a day -
a. Sit on chair, one leg crossed over
the other - knee held still.
3» Seated:
Feet resting on floor
a. nring soles of feet in contact
with each other.
4. Sit with feet parallel and flat on the
floor.
Raise the arch "by trying to draw
the soles toward the heel.
5. Stand with feet parallel - 2" apart.
a. Rise on toes
b. Turn over on ankle to outer border
of the foot.
(Count ten)
Repeat exercise.
6. Place marbles of various sizes on the
floor.
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31% on a ciiair and pick up the
marbles with the toes.
RESULTS:
The 8 students under guidance, followed
the diet planned for them and have, to
date, lost sufficient weight to relieve
the strain to a marked degree. The ex-
ercises have shown good results, and if
followed consistantly will produce a
strong foot.
Pronated Foot :
Among these cases were found 25 girls who had been wear
ing ill-shaped or ill-fitting shoes which restricted trie
function of tire foot, causing the weight to be thrown on-
to the inner border of the foot, tnereby producing a de-
finite pronation.
Treatment
:
The fifcst step taken was to preserve the
normal position of the foot by suggesting to the students
the importance of a correctly shaped snoe that held the
foot slightly adducted. The object of this recommenda-
tion was to reduce the defect at the start. In addition,
exercises were prescribed and performed under close su-
pervision and guidance for the purpose of strengthening
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the muscles and ligaments.
Young people are not especially interested in per-
forming definite foot exercises at home. Therefore, a
program of exercise was followed at college with the hope
that they would have a carry-over value to the extent
that the students would exercise at home.
The author, realizing this existing condition of
lack of interest, recommended a series of exercises ac-
companied with music (waltz time). Waltz time rather
than march time as the three-quarter time signature would
provide the three distinct counts.
£Xu.RC ISrIS
:
1. olow walking to waltz time.
a. Count one -
Place heel on floor
b. Count two -
Place the weignt on the outer
border of the foot
c. Count three -
Weight on ball of foot - push
with tne great toe to assist in
propelling the body forward.
d. Repeat 8 times.
2. otand with feet parallel
a. waltz time

Rise on toes (count 1-2-3)
b. Lower heel and raise toes
(Count 1-2-3)
c Repeat six times.
3. Stand with feet parallel
Waltz time
a. Turn the fore-part of the foot in-
ward (Count 1-2-3)
b. xieturn to parallel position
(Count 1-2-3)
c Repeat eight times.
4. Stand with feet parallel - Hands clasped
on top of head.
a. Toe-in tip-toe marching with slow
march time.
Note: The exercises prescribed for strained
and weak feet may be given for prona-
ted feet.
RESULTS .
.by careful and continued execution of
the above exercises, 18 students overcame
abduction and eversion and strengthened
the muscles of adduction and of inversion,
thereby reducing the defects and restoring
normal functions.
3pfiton University
• liool of Education
Library
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Treatment of Shortened Tendon of Achilles :
In this study the shortened Tendon of Achil
les in 8 cases was" caused "by the wearing of
high-heeled shoes, causing a shortening
of the gastrocnemius muscle in the calf
of the leg.
Recommendations for treatment:
1. In 3 extreme cases the students were sen^
to an orthopedic surgeon or physiother-
apist for baking and massage and pre-
scribed exercises.
2. wilder cases -
It was not advisable to change im-
mediately from a high to a low-heeled
shoe. A gradual lowering of the heel
was tried out according to the extent
of shortening of the muscle. Two or
three pieces of felt the size of the
heel were inserted into trie heel of
the shoe. When, through treatment,
the tendons and muscles had become
stretched, one layer was removed, and
so on until the student was able to
lower her heel without the support of
the pads.

EAiiRCIb^S RECOMMENDED:
1. face the wall or door
a. otand In bare or stocking feet,
about a foot and a half from wall,
with feet in parallel position,
about 12 inches apart; place the
palms of the hands against the wall
or door and lean forward, keeping
the entire foot flat on the floor
(do not lift the heel) until the
muscles and the tendons along the
back of the legs become stretched.
A very definite pull is felt.
b. Repeat 8 to 10 times each day.
2. otand with feet parallel
a. entire foot on floor. Take deep
knee bending, at the same time
forcing tne heels to the floor.
In six cases where tne above exercises
were recommended the students were able
to touch the heel to tne floor, but by
continued exercise, tne heels of four
students were gradually lowered.
Two cases have not been

fully corrected and still depend upon the
aid of the felt heel pads, but in time,
these pads will he removed when the tendon
becomes lengthened.
In four cases the students reported an
improvement in health due to the restoration
of trie normal pelvic tilt (30°).
Ge^eRAL KalsaRKS n^ARuUiG EjffiRCISg gOR FGUT TrlhhAPY .
1. Of no value unless the individual performs
them regularly.
2. Should be prescribed to be carried out a
fixed number of times daily and not "so many
times a minute".
3. Garry out slowly and strenuously but not to
the point of fatigue.
4. effortless moving of foot in prescribed di-
rection is of no value and does not consti-
tute effective work.
5« Q,uick or jerky exercises are valueless and
are a great waste of energy.
6. exercises, to be effective, as regards muscle
strength and tone, must be done for many
months aid often years,

The following conclusions in regard to "Foot Therapy
in Relation to 3ody Mechanics and Health" are based upon
experience with a group of forty college girls showing
defects in foot posture. The normal group included eight
who were not given any treatment other than that received
through general exercise in the program of physical edu-
cation. The abnormal group included thirty-seven who were
first given instruction in proper body mechanics and
nutrition.
In a previous description of the foot, it was stated
that the feet are the foundation of the body. If the body
is to be held in correct alignment the feet must be kept
strong. The chief problem concerned with the feet is that
of keeping their bones in proper relation to each other.
This is accomplished by strong ligaments aid muscles.
Bear in mind that strong feet must always be held and
used in correct position.
The foot defects in this study were measured, treat-
ment was prescribed, and results recorded "by follow-up
work in foot therapy.
Findings showed that, through proper body mechanics
and nutrition, certain defects could be prevented. If
this procedure were not followed, the existing poor body

mechanics would result in the depletion of one's health,
thereby limiting tne individual's "Capacity for Activity".
Body mechanics and nutrition cannot be classed as
the only vital factors influencing foot posture, for mis-
use, over-use, overweight, strain, and shoes are important
factors that should receive special consideration. It is
apparent, however, that both nutrition and body mechanics
in general, which are shown to be closely related to each
other, are also rexated to the mechanics of the feet.
Therefore, it was not surprising that a large percent of
the group examined had generally poor body mechanics,
showing that foot defects were more prevalent among the
group that had poor body mechanics.
It was found not necessary to wear an unattractive
shoe to remedy foot defects as there are many makes of
shoes that are in keeping with the principles of anatomy
and physiology. It is well, however, to change shoes
frequently. A change of shoe is restful to the foot.
Through correct body mechanics tne foot defects were
greatly reduced, with adequate attention given to foot
therapy and nutrition, a large percent of college girls
can be expected to grasp the principles set forth, there-
by improving their foot posture during a year's program
and, in less serious defects, improvement is often shown

at tlu6 end of six months.
Certain facts and conclusions can be noted from a
large number of cases under observation for the four years
of college life. Gases of flexible feet, without struc-
tural changes, can be expected to be restored to normal
under proper guidance. This result can also be expected
where some abnormal stiffness is present, though special
effort may be required to overcome faulty stiffness. It
is not difficult, however, to prevent an increase in
foot defects in a healthy individual if the case is care-
fully observed over a sufficiently long period.
Observations upon the number of cases, sometime af-
ter the cessation of a carefully conducted treatment,
would enable the observer to form conclusions as to the
value of the different methods of treatment used.
The outstanding discovery was that foot defects ex-
isted among four-fifths of the group measured. A vital
health point to be considered is that when the foot does
not function as a shock absorber, the structure and or-
gans of the body are affected, thereby impairing body me-
chanics. V/hen the foot is normal this condition is
avoided.
The author maintains that, through methods of mea-
surement, foot defects can be discovered. If this dis-

covery is made at an early age when the foot is flexible,
these defects can be prevented. In cases of defects more
pronounced the changes in structure should he recorded,
and should be followed up by methods of treatment, there-
by, checking the progress of ti£ se defects and in many
cases correcting them permanently, ay following this
procedure, the individual is endowed with good body me-
chanics and health.
In conclusion, the author states that the study
presented is fittingly summarized in the following quo-
tation:
"Therefore
Glorify God In your body
And in your spirit." 1
1. Crampton, C Iard,M. D. The Pedagogy of Physical Training
Pre t ac e
.

In the school age period the responsibility of the
teacher is very great; she must lay the basic foundation
of motivation through education in the classroom. The
objective of such teaching is to insure the conditions of
healthful living through the acquiring of knowledges as
well as format ion of habits. It is particularly impor-
tant to provide for effective correlation of the various
clinics which contribute toward the health of the child.
The introduction of medical inspection into the
school has provided for the health of the individual
regarding: 1. Teeth
2. Vision
3. Hearing
The author recommends that foot therapy be included
in this medical program. The school principal, physician,
and nurse, in cooperation with the family, the teacher and
the family physician should aid in the detection and cor-
rection of foot defects.
If the program is started in the primary grades and
continued through the upper grades, gradual improvement
should result in correct foot posture and body mechanics
which in turn aid the health of the child.

With foot therapy included in the regular school
program, the children will accept it as part of their
daily work. The results may not show immediately, but
the period when the influence of suggestion and education
is greatest is the time to emphasize foot therapy and
body mechanics. In this phase of foot therapy, the tea-
cher should be concerned witn complete correction or max-
imum improvement of the defect, thereby avoiding the ab-
normal conditions that exist among the college group des-
cribed in this study.
Instruction regarding correct shoes should be given
to the pupils. Emphasis should be placed upon the wear-
ing of correct shoes. High-heeled shoes should not be
considered for daily wear.
The above recommendations were presented for the
purpose of the prevention of foot defects rather than
for the remedy.
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